Abstract: This paper proposes a coordinated control of wind turbine and energy storage system (ESS). Because wind power (WP) is highly dependent on variable wind speed and could induce a severe stability problem to power system especially when the WP has high penetration level. To solve this problem, many power generation corporations or grid operators recently use the ESS. It has very quick response and good performance for reducing the impact of WP fluctuation but has high cost for its installation. Therefore, it is very important to design the control algorithm considering both ESS capacity and grid reliability. Thus, we propose the control algorithm to mitigate the WP fluctuation by using the coordinated control between wind turbine and ESS considering ESS state of charge (SoC) and the WP fluctuation. From deloaded control according to WP fluctuation and ESS SoC management, we can expect the ESS lifespan expansion and improved grid reliability. The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated in MATLAB/Simulink considering power system including both wind turbine generator and conventional generators which react to system frequency deviation.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, wind power (WP) is incorporated in power system and its generation proportion among total power production is getting higher. Initially, the power generation from WP had the only issue for producing the maximum power from the available wind energy [1, 2] , but as the proportion of the WP in power system increased, the situation was changed as the penetration level of wind wind energy increase. And this high penetration of wind power induces a low inertia to power system. As the value of the WP penetration increases, power system has lower inertia and the power fluctuation from the wind turbine (WT) could reduce the power quality and even severe stability problem could be issued.
Since the WP is highly dependent on wind condition and has uncertain nature, many studies have been fulfilled to integrate the WP successfully without stability problem. To improve the stability when the WP is integrated in power system with high penetration, some method for the grid frequency regulation [3] . Energy storage system (ESS) can be used for not only mitigating the renewable power fluctuation but also load peak shaving and load leveling as denoted in [4] . Some authors [5] studied about the single or hybrid ESS and reported the better performance when using the hybrid ESS than single ESS even though compared to the previous work about the single ESS control [6] . To manage the state of charge (SoC) of ESS, the authors introduce the control algorithm using a parameter which is defined by the SoC of the ESS [5] . However, the ESS takes all the responsibility for mitigating WP fluctuation without any action from WT and it could result in the problem of capacity of the ESS and also reduce its lifespan. In [7] , authors proposed the WT † Chunghun Kim is the presenter of this paper. pitch control algorithm according to the SoC feedback value. However, since pitch control has slow dynamic behavior and more effective in high wind speed, it could be not enough to cope with sudden WP fluctuation that is commonly occurred during intra-day. Other method that uses the dual-layer control scheme was introduced for reducing the WP fluctuation and management of the SoC of the ESS [8] . And the method also fully depends on the ESS behavior for mitigating wind power fluctuation.
In this paper, we propose the coordinated control of wind turbine and ESS control which can help to reduce the WP fluctuation when wind speed variation suddenly increase. By changing the operation of WT as de-loaded manner according to the wind variability, the grid reliability could be improved and moreover, the ESS could have longer lifespan by reducing the peak to peak value of SoC. The small power system including conventional generators is investigated to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The results show that the proposed method is beneficial for not only reducing the WP fluctuation but also managing the ESS SoC. From the proposed method, the reliability of power system could be improved and the ESS can be used more effectively by changing the power production level to a little bit lower point for the de-loaded operation.
WIND POWER AND ESS MODELS
In this section, the WP and ESS models are briefly described. For simple analysis and obtaining meaningful tendency, we account for the WP model as a mechanical power of WT and drive train and power converter dynamics are ignored in this paper. Because of paper limit, we will investigate the further detailed dynamics in the future work. However, from this simple model, we can describe the motivation and advantage of the proposed method.
Wind Power Model
To account for the WP fluctuation, we briefly describe the WP model which includes wind speed and power coefficient. The mechanical power from WT could be obtained from following equation.
where ρ is the air density of nearby area and A is the blade swept area which can be obtained from wind turbine blade length. The power coefficient, C p , is a function of the pitch angle, β, and the tip speed ratio, λ. The λ is defined by using ω m , rotor speed, and WT blade radius, R, and wind speed, v wind . The mechanical power from WT is dependent on the wind speed and its operation condition determined by pitch angle and rotor speed.
ESS Power Model
We use the ESS power model which is described in [9] . ESS is used for compensating the power fluctuation from WT by charging or discharging. To mitigate the power fluctuation, the ESS is controlled to activate as a low pass filter. In [9] , ESS power is modelled as follows.
where, the P w is a WP from the WT and P w,fil is a filtered power after the ESS mitigates the power fluctuation. W ESS (t) is the energy stored in ESS which is important index since the capacity of ESS should be considered. P ESS is a power from the ESS which could be defined as a high frequency power component among WP fluctuation and described as follows.
where, P ESS is the power from ESS and usually have the form of high pass filter. One thing proposed in [5] is that the k parameter which is the function of W ESS and P w , is introduced for managing the SoC of ESS. k is usually 1 except the area that is close to the extreme value of SoC, 0 or 1. Preferred value of SoC is 0.5, since ESS can have large operation range in both cases, charging and discharging. τ s 1+τ s is the high pass filter to obtain the high frequency component in WP, P w .
Power system model
We consider small power system model with same parameters used in [7] to evaluate the impact of the WP fluctuation as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this system, conventional steam turbine and hydraulic generators are included and automatic generation control (AGC) loop is considered. In conventional power system, the governors react to the frequency deviation as a primary frequency response and AGC regulates the frequency to recover the nominal system frequency as a secondary frequency response. The detailed parameters of governors and AGC is included in Appendix. Fig. 1 The power system frequency control [11] .
PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY
Since WP is highly dependent on wind condition and we can not expand the capacity of ESS without limitation, it is more efficient to use coordinated control of wind power and ESS. Some authors proposed ESS SoC feedback control by using pitch control to regulate the SoC value near 0.5 [5] . But pitch control action has slow response and is more effective in high wind speed. Therefore, we investigate the method that coordinates the ESS power and WP for mitigating the WP fluctuation with quick response by controlling rotor speed to manipulate the C p value. 10m/s) for MPPT and de-loaded control. P dev.deload1 indicates the power deviation when lower speed deloaded operation and P dev.deload2 indicates in case of high speed point. P dev.deload1 is quite smaller than P dev.deload2 and more beneficial for mitigating fluctuation Figure 2 describes the WP curves with different wind speeds and the WP increase as the wind speed increase. As already introduced in previous works [9] , WT can control the active power for grid support. And this active power control can be accomplished when WT operates in de-loaded region which is not the MPPT point of WP production. By getting some costs for producing less than the maximum available power from WT, WP can be flexibly adjusted responding to grid support requirement. And by pointing out the advantage of the [10] . Figure 3 illustrates the ESS control strategy which already introduced in [10] . The k parameter is included for managing the SoC of the ESS which has the value from zero to 1 to reduce its action when the SoC value is in extreme value such as fully charging or discharging.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, MATLAB/Simulink was used for power system with the WT incorporating the ESS. Small power system was investigated using the parameters of governors and AGC to evaluate the impact of WP fluctuation to power system frequency.
Firstly, we considered the wind fluctuation with normal variation as 0.1 and after that we considered the specific case when the wind power fluctuation suddenly increases. The wind speed profile was considered as shown in Fig. 4 as a normal case. Fig. 4 Random wind speed profile.
We compared the SoC variations with different control strategies as MPPT and de-loaded operation. Both values of the SoC are within the reliable region since the wind fluctuation was not significant as shown in Fig. 4 . And, the SoC variation is less deviation in de-loaded operation as we expected. We investigated the system frequency deviation and both method had a little deviation as shown in Fig. 6 . The frequency was deviated more in MPPT operation compared to de-loaded operation but it is not significant in this situation. Fig. 6 Comparison of power system frequency. Fig. 7 describes comparison of the system frequency deviation with previous results and when there is no ESS regulation. We can find out in this figure that ESS fulfilled the critical role for reducing the impact of WP fluctuation for reliable grid frequency. Also, it is important to use the ESS for mitigating the WP fluctuation without the problem about the capacity limit of the ESS. Fig. 7 Comparison of power system frequency with the case when there is no ESS Fig. 8 Wind speed profile for simulation. Figure 8 describes the wind speed profile considered in simulation case study. We investigated the variable wind speed fluctuation and some significant wind speed fluctuations during the specific period. From 100 seconds to 150 seconds, there were sudden wind speed fluctuations and we compared the results of the proposed method and the conventional MPPT method. In this case, during this period, from 100 seconds to 150 seconds, WT operates in de-loaded operation in case of the proposed method. The WP fluctuations are different during the sudden variation period (from 100 sec to 150 sec) as described in Fig. 9 according to the wind speed variation described in Fig. 8 . The WP fluctuation was reduced in case of proposed method even though there was less mean value of the WP production. When the WT produces maximum power during this sudden wind variation period, this power fluctuation affects not only ESS health negatively and will results in reducing lifespan of the ESS, but also grid stability by inducing frequency deviation. Moreover, this impact can be more significant in case of small power systems with the capacity limit of the ESS integrated in WT. By reducing power production, the burden of the ESS for supporting wind power fluctuation could be reduced which can be more effective when the SoC of the ESS closes to the critical value, such as 1 or zero. After around 120 seconds, the SoC value was higher than 0.8 in case of the conventional MPPT method and when the value was over 0.8 the ESS reduced its charging action for managing its SoC value. And when the charging action of the ESS was reduced, the grid frequency increased because of its reduced charging action. The SoC of the ESS is more stable when the proposed method is used as described in Fig. 10 . As shown in this figure, the SoC was over the 0.9 in case of conventional method which means that the ESS could not response well during that period. On the other hand, the SoC can be effectively managed with less fluctuation and even closer to the value of 0.5 when using the proposed method.
We investigated the difference in the impact to the system frequency during that period as described in Fig 14. We found out that, the system frequency fluctuated in conventional because the SoC value was close to 1 which results in less value of k parameter to manage the SoC. The ESS should be less active to WP fluctuation to avoid reaching the capacity limit of the ESS. That is, the burden of the ESS to regulate the wind power fluctuation is increased during that period and need more ESS capacity for it. On the other hand, the power fluctuation was reduced by reducing power production in proposed method to reduce the burden of the ESS in proposed method. Fig. 11 Comparison of power system frequency.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose the coordinated control of WT and ESS control which can help to reduce the WP fluctuation when wind speed variation suddenly increase. By changing the operation of WT as de-loaded manner according to the wind variability, the grid reliability could be improved and moreover, the ESS could have longer lifespan by reducing the peak to peak value of SoC. The small power system with conventional generators is investigated to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The results showed that the proposed method is beneficial for not only reducing the wind power fluctuation but also managing the ESS SoC.
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APPENDIX
The detailed parameters are used as introduced in [11] . Fig. 12 Primary frequency control of a generating unit with a reheat steam turbine [11] . Fig. 13 Primary frequency control of a generating unit with a non-reheat steam turbine [11] .
Fig. 14 Primary frequency control of a hydraulic unit [11] .
